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The people who deﬁne “legacy systems” are the billionaires like Gates, and the monopolies
like Big Pharma. “They” deﬁne the problem, and “they” “ﬁx” the problem. The Corona shock
gave them all the power and opportunity to fast track it all. “They” will beneﬁt. “We” will be
further disempowered. “They” will engineer consent for it all.
The Corona operation is already undermining “Legacy” systems like healthcare and
education. Neoliberal economic schemes and tectonic shifts in operating systems are being
fast-tracked in both of these domains.
John Pilger explains that the National Health Service is being sold oﬀ “piece by piece” .
Meanwhile, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell is further weakening public services,
and, signiﬁcantly, Bill Gates, neither a medical expert nor an expert in education, is
exercising disproportionate inﬂuence in the domain of public education.
The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation will be working with the State of New York to
“develop a blueprint to reimagine education.”

The shock of the Corona Operation has accelerated and made possible all of these tectonic
shifts to our lives, and Big Media continues to play a key role.
NDAA legislation and the repeal of Smith Mundt legislation made fabricated spectacles,
pretending to be “news”, legal, so it comes as no surprise that Media operatives are also
exploiting this “freedom” to enslave us all with extraordinary Corona-related staged
productions.
Fake news, fake patients, and fake tests are all the rage.
*
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Order Mark Taliano’s Book “Voices from Syria” directly from Global Research.
Mark Taliano combines years of research with on-the-ground observations to present an
informed and well-documented analysis that refutes the mainstream media narratives on
Syria.
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